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Introduction

 Spinal surgeries, including vertebral fusion, congenital and trau-
matic scoliosis, are often associated with the risk of injuries to the 
spinal cord, potentially leading to postoperative neurologic deficit 
[1,2]. In order to avoid such injuries, the role of intraoperative mon-
itoring of spinal cord function is particularly great importance. The 
intraoperative wake-up test is among the most direct methods to de-
tect real-time neurologic condition, thus encouraging its use during 
such procedures to permit injuries to be reversed or minimized [3]. 
The key to perform a successful wake-up test is requiring patients 
respond to verbal commands in a short time, which means that the 
wake-up process must be as smooth as possible. However, evidence 
suggested that the test tended to pose the risk of accidental removal of 
fixation devices or endotracheal tube because of the severe emergence 
agitation, and exposed patients to signs of pain, such as marked eleva-
tions in heart rate and blood pressure [4].

 Dexmedetomidine (DEX) is a highly selective α2-adrenergic re-
ceptor agonist that causes of sedation and analgesia. Several advan-
tages, such as hemodynamic stability, minimal respiratory depression 
and significant opioid-sparing effect, make it popular enough for in-
traoperative use as an anesthetic adjuvant [5]. To date, researchers 
have reported the effects of DEX on neurophysiological monitoring 
during spinal surgeries [6-8]. However, the safety and effectiveness of 
DEX for intraoperative wake-up test are still controversial. Therefore, 
we conducted this meta-analysis to evaluate the safety and effective-
ness of DEX for intraoperative wake-up test during spinal surgery.

Methods
Search strategy

 Our review protocol and search strategy were registered in PROS-
PERO (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews, 
registration number: CRD42018099275). This meta-analysis was 
conducted according to the recommendations of The Cochrane Hand-
book for Systematic Reviews of Interventions and the recommenda-
tions of PRISMA [9,10]. We searched PubMed, Embase, The Co-
chrane Library, CNKI, and other Chinese databases for relevant RCTs 
from inception to December 15, 2018, without language restriction. 
The references of the identified studies were also searched to identify 
any further relevant studies. The search terms included terms related 
to dexmedetomidine (e.g., ‘dexmedetomidine’ OR ‘DEX’ OR ‘MPV-
1440’), terms related to wake-up test (e.g., ‘wake-up test’ OR ‘awake’  
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Purpose: The safety and effectiveness of Dexmedetomidine (DEX) 
for intraoperative wake-up test are still controversial. The meta-anal-
ysis was performed to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of DEX 
for intraoperative wake-up test during spinal surgery.

Design: A systematic review with meta-analysis of twelve random-
ized controlled trials published since 2011.

Methods: We searched PubMed, EMbase, Ovid and The Cochrane 
Library and China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) for 
clinical Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) about the effect of dex-
medetomidine on intraoperative wake-up test during spinal surgery. 
RevMan 5.3 software was used for Meta analysis of included stud-
ies.

Findings: Twelve RCTs involving 628 patients were included in the 
study. The results of the meta-analysis showed that the application 
of DEX did not prolong wake-up time (Mean Difference [MD] = 0.35, 
95% Confidence Intervals [CI] [-0.04, 0.71], P = 0.08), and provided 
better wake-up quality (Risk Ratio [RR] = 2.08, 95% CI [1.62, 2.67], 
P < 0.00001; RR = 1.58, 95% CI [1.22, 2.06], P = 0.006), lower in-
cidence of emergence agitation (RR = 0.12, 95% CI [0.04, 0.36], P 
= 0.0001), lower mean arterial pressure (MAP) (MD = -10.92, 95% 
CI [-14.73, -7.11], P < 0.00001) and heart rate (HR) (MD = -13.90, 

95% CI [-17.08, -10.73], P < 0.00001) response during wake-up test 
period in spinal surgery.

Conclusion: The meta-analysis suggested that dexmedetomidine 
did not prolong wake-up time and contributed to improve wake-up 
quality and decrease the hemodynamic response during wake-up 
test period in spinal surgery.
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OR ‘wake-up’) and terms related to spinal surgery (e.g., ‘spine’ OR 
‘spinal surgery’ OR ‘spinal correction’). References of the retrieved 
papers were also reviewed for further relevant studies.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

 Studies were included if they were RCTs using DEX for intra-
operative wake-up during spinal surgeries, while the control group 
received an equal volume of normal saline. Studies were excluded 
for the following criteria: (1) non-RCTs; (2) retrospective studies; (3) 
duplicate published articles, review and case reports; and (4) no target 
outcomes of interest. The following outcomes of interest were includ-
ed in this meta-analysis: (1) wake-up time, (2) wake-up quality, (3) 
the incidence of emergence agitation, and (4) MAP and HR during 
operating wake-up test.

Literature screening and data extraction

 Two authors independently screened literature and extracted data 
and then cross-checked with each other. When there was a disagree-
ment, the two discussed or consulted a third party. Extensive efforts 
were made to contact authors to supplement any unclear or missing 
data. The data extraction included as following: (1) first author and 
year of publishing, (2) country, (3) sample size, (4) outcomes of inter-
est, and (5) details of intervention of DEX.

Assessment of study quality

 The quality of the included studies was independently assessed 
by 2 investigators according to the Jadad scale [11]. The following 
items were evaluated: (1) whether randomization was performed and 
whether the method was correct, (2) whether allocation concealment 
was used and whether the method was correct, (3) whether blinding 
was performed and in whom the method was used, and (4) wheth-
er there were withdrawals or dropouts. Articles with 1-3 points were 
deemed to be of low quality, and those with 4-7 points were deemed 
to be of high quality.

 Based on the results of this study, GRADE system recommended 
grading method should be used to evaluate the quality of evidence. 
The quality grading of evidence is as follows: (1) High quality: fur-
ther research is impossible to change the credibility of the efficacy 
evaluation results. (2) Medium quality: Further research will likely 
affect the credibility of the efficacy evaluation results and may change 
the evaluation results. (3) Low quality: further research will most 
likely affect the credibility of the therapeutic effect evaluation result, 
and the evaluation result is likely to change. (4) Very low quality: 
the results of any efficacy evaluation are very uncertain. Although 
the evidence based on RCT was initially rated as high quality, our 
confidence in such evidence may be reduced due to the following 
five factors: (1) Limitations of the study, (2) The research results are 
different, (3) Indirect evidence, (4) The result is not accurate, (5) The 
report was biased. Finally, GRADE pro is applied to edit and analyze 
the evidence grade.

Statistical analysis

 RevMan 5.3 software was used to perform all statistical analyses. 
Continuous outcomes were reported as the Mean Difference (MD) 
with 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), dichotomous outcomes were 
reported by the Risk Ratio (RR) with 95% (CI). All recorded data 
was pooled and analyzed with a random- or fixed-effect model as 
appropriate and heterogeneity was tested with I2 [12]. In case with  

significant heterogeneity (I2 > 50%), random-effect model would be 
employed, otherwise fixed-effect model would be selected (I2 < 50%). 
P value < 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. Sensitivity 
analysis was performed by using method of leave-one-out when sig-
nificant heterogeneity existing and studies causing instability would 
be removed.

Results
Literature search results

 Initially, 256 articles were identified by our search strategy. Af-
ter we screened titles and abstracts, 230 studies were excluded and 
26 pertinent articles were allocated for full-text retrieving. Fourteen 
studies were also excluded because of involving no outcomes of in-
terest and incomplete data. Finally, 12 studies were included in this 
meta-analysis [4,13-23]. Figure 1 showed the flow chart of studies 
identification. Among the 12 included studies, a total of 628 patients 
were enrolled in this meta-analysis. All included studies were con-
ducted in China. We had assessed the quality of the studies according 
to Jadad scale. Nine of the publications in high quality, while other 
3 publications were in lower quality. The basic characteristics of the 
included studies were shown in (Table 1). There are 4 main outcomes 
in this study. The GRADE recommendation level of each outcome is 
low.

Wake-up time

 Ten RCTs were identified to evaluate the wake-up time. No 
heterogeneity (P = 0.85, I2 = 0%) was obtained among the studies. 
Therefore, a random-effects model was applied to conduct the me-
ta-analysis. The result suggested that the application of DEX could 
not prolong the wake-up time [MD = 0.35, 95% CI [-0.04, 0.71], P = 
0.08) (Figure 2).

Wake-up quality

 Seven RCTs assessed the wake-up quality based on two kinds of 
different model. Therefore, they were divided into 2 subgroups for 
meta-analysis according to different rating standards.

 Five of the studies assessed the wake-up quality according to three 
grades (good, acceptable and poor) [4] The meta-analysis of the above  

Figure 1: Flow chart of studies identification.
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of included studies.

Note: ASA: American society of anesthesiologist; DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline; 1: Wake-up time; 2; Wake-up quality; 3: Incidence of emer-
gence agitation; 4: MAP when operating wake-up test; 5: HR when operating wake-up test.

Figure 2: Forest plot for the comparison of wake-up time between DEX and NS.

Note: DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline.
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studies was carried out with the wake-up quality as “good” as the 
main indicator, showing that no heterogeneity (P = 0.62, I2 = 0%) was 
detected, therefore a fixed effects model was employed. The results 
showed that DEX associated with a better wake-up quality (RR = 
2.08, 95% CI [1.62, 2.67], P < 0.00001) (Figure 3).

 However, other 2 RCTs to assess the wake-up quality by using 
a four grade scale (I to IV) [24]. Based on the scale, grade I or II 
indicated a good wake-up quality. Therefore, we performed the me-
ta-analysis based on grade I to II as the main indicator. No obvious 
heterogeneity (P = 0.20, I2 = 38%) was found, a random-effects mod-
el was applied. The results also showed that DEX associated with a 
better wake-up quality (RR = 1.58, 95% CI [1.22, 2.06], P = 0.006) 
(Figure 3).

Incidence of emergence agitation

 Four studies reported the incidence of emergence agitation during 
wake-up test. There was no heterogeneity existed among studies (P = 
0.96, I2 = 0%). A random-effects model was employed. The result sug-
gested that DEX could effectively prevented the incidence of emer-
gence agitation during wake-up test period (RR = 0.12, 95% CI [0.04, 
0.36], P = 0.0001) (Figure 4).

MAP and HR during the wake-up test

 Seven RCTs recorded the MAP levels, while 9 RCTs recorded the 
HR levels during the wake-up test. However, significant heterogene-
ity was found within both meta analysis (P = 0.0004, I2 = 76%; P = 
0.0007, I2 = 71%). Sensitivity analysis was performed by using meth-
od of leave-one-out. However, the direction did not vary markedly 
with the removal of each study in turn, indicating that the result was 
robust and the data was not overly influenced by any one study. Ran-
dom-effects model was employed. The results suggested that DEX 
associated with lower MAP (MD = -10.92, 95% CI [-14.73, -7.11], 
P < 0.00001) and HR (MD = -13.90, 95% CI [-17.08, -10.73], P < 
0.00001) during the wake-up test (Figures 5 & 6). Which indicated 
DEX provided better sedative experience and lower hemodynamic 
response during wake-up test procedure.

Discussion

 This study performed a meta-analysis evaluating the safety and 
effectiveness of dexmedetomidine for intraoperative wake-up in pa-
tients undergoing spinal surgeries. Our results indicated that the ap-
plication of DEX could not prolong the wake-up time. Of note, DEX 
associated with better wake-up quality, lower incidence of emergence 
agitation and hemodynamic response during wake-up test procedure.

 Spinal cord injuries are the most serious complications in spi-
nal surgery, which are usually ascribed to improper placement of 
the surgical instruments, spinal cord compression and ischemia se-
riously affecting the quality of patients life after discharge [25,26]. 
By detecting intraoperative spinal cord compromise early, neurologic  

monitoring, such as wake-up test, can allow the reversal of postopera-
tive neurologic deficits [27,28]. To perform the wake-up test success-
fully, it is necessary to regulate the wake-up time and ensure a quality 
and informative outcome.

 DEX is a high selective α-2 receptor agonist with properties that 
make it attractive to the intraoperative spinal cord function monitor-
ing. It provides sedation and anxiolysis acting on these receptors in 
the locus ceruleus of the pons. Meanwhile, its arousal sedation ef-
fects, that is a more natural sleep-like physiological status acting on 
the endogenous sleep-promoting pathway, distinguishes it from oth-
er sedative-hypnotics [29]. As was reported in the previous studies, 
during the sedation period, the patients could be easily woken-up and 
retain brain functions such as attention and short-term memory, even 
build up a tolerance to the endotracheal tubes [30,31]. Additionally, 
more evidence indicated that DEX administered during major spinal 
surgery could be beneficial to the quality of recovery, as well as re-
duced incidence of agitation [32,33]. In the present meta-analysis, we 
found that the intraoperative administration of dexmedetomidine did 
not prolong wake-up time, and favorable for improving the wake-
up quality and reducing the incidence of emergence agitation during 
wake-up test procedure.

Figure 3: Forest plot for the comparison of wake-up quality between DEX and NS.

Note: DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline.
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 Sympatholytic property of DEX provides favorable hemodynamic 
profile during surgery; this acting could be attributed to a decrease in 
the release of norepinephrine. Additionally, it could attenuate the pain 
response to the surgical manipulation via activating α-2 adrenergic 
receptors in the dorsal spinal horn, causing a subsequent decreased 
release of substance P, thus exert dose-dependent moderate primary 
analgesic effects [34,35]. To some extent, pain relief plays an import-
ant role in reducing stress response. This meta-analysis found that 
DEX associated with lower MAP and HR when operating wake-up 
test, suggesting DEX had the advantages of inhibiting hemodynamic 
response.

 Several limitations of this meta-analysis should be taken into con-
sideration. First, allocation concealment schemes in most studies were 
not reported, which may have given rise to selection or measurement 
bias. Second, all individual studies used in this meta-analysis were 
all from China and had a relatively small sample size. Third, there 
are limited data available for other adverse events including bleed-
ing amount, cardiovascular events, and awareness occurrence during 
operation. All these factors may have affected the objectivity and reli-
ability of the study to a certain extent. Consequently, more high-qual-
ity, large-sample studies involving different races are still needed to 
confirm the present findings. Furthermore, future studies should pay  

Figure 4: Forest plot for the comparison of incidence of emergence agitation between DEX and NS.

Note: DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline.

Figure 5: Forest plot for the comparison of MAP between DEX and NS.

Note: MAP: Mean arterial pressure; DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline.

Figure 6: Forest plot for the comparison of HR between DEX and NS.

Note: HR: Heart rate; DEX: Dexmedetomidine; NS: Normal saline.
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more attention to the assessment of the other adverse events related to 
the administration of DEX.

Conclusion
 In summary, the study showed that DEX could not prolong the 
wake-up time and contributed to increase wake-up quality, reduce the 
incidence of emergence agitation, and inhibit the hemodynamic re-
sponse at the period of wake-up test during spinal surgery.
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